SAFETY ART 01/09

VIRGINIA FLIGHT SCHOOL SAFETY ARTICLE – NO 02/09
INCIDENT INVESTIGATION AT VFS

INTRODUCTION
An example of a reported occurrence is going to used to demonstrate the investigative and
interventative actions taken by the Safety Section at VFS in mitigation of threats.
SYNOPSIS
After take of and during climb out engine started slight roughness at 800’. On downwind engine ran
very rough and lost 400 – 500 RPM
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
¾ The aircraft was snagged a few days prior to the incident for the same occurrence – rough
running.
¾ The AMO inspected the aircraft, ran the engine throughout it’s operating range and found no
“roughness”. Aircraft returned to service.
AMO ACTIONS AFTER 2ND SNAGGING:
¾ Plugs checked for fouling – no fouling.
¾ Magneto timing checked – correct.
¾ Induction system checked – no problem.
¾ AME discusses problem with FSO VFS. Propose checking for sticking valve as suspected by
experienced pilot who snagged the aircraft.
¾ AME isolates cylinder with faulty exhaust valve.
¾ Cylinder removed. Exhaust valve springs found to have “collapsed” i.e lost their tension.
¾ Situation caused “valve bounce” which caused excessive valve guide and valve stem wear.
The diagramme on the following page illustrates the issue
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RECTIFICATION ACTIONS
Cylinder head being overhauled.
FACTORS
Uncommon cylinder head with 3 valve springs – spares not available. Would have to convert all
cylinder heads back to 2 valve spring type - cost.
FAULTY/STUCK VALVE NOTES
A stuck valve typically occurs when the engine is first started and is often identified by an intermittent
hesitation, or miss, in engine speed.
In flight symptoms reported by pilots include slight roughness to severe roughness and loss of engine
power (RPM).
Environmental influences that create valve sticking are: high temperatures, dirty oil, high lead content
fuels, hot engine shut-downs, and poor engine baffling.
CONSEQUENCES
Warning! At the first signs of valve sticking ground the airplane.
Valve sticking can cause immediate and catastrophic engine failure. If valve spring pressure is not
sufficient to close the valve, the valve train unloads. Aircraft engine damage does not always occur
when the valve sticks, but the longer the engine operates in this condition, the greater the chances are
that some damage will occur.
PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
Pay particular attention to the oil change intervals, baffle condition, and operating techniques.
Fill in occurrence reports! The reports get actioned and preventative actions taken which could
save your life!
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